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Prev Articles Next Article List 165 Most Important Abstract Nouns A-Ya! In this lesson we learn the definition, use and list of abstract nouns from A to J. The abstract definition of a noun Abstract refers to something that exists separately from a particular existence. An abstract noun can include an aspect, concept, idea, experience, state of
being, trait, quality, feeling, or other entity that cannot be experienced with five senses. They can be counted or incalculable (mass). They can also be exceptional or possessive. Abstract nouns follow the same rules of grammar as other nouns. Abstract Nouns List abstract noun from A-H Ability To Worship Advantage Adventure Anger
Anxiety Anxiety Appetite Appetite Awareness Love Love Love Love Lust Lust Lust Courage Courage Kindness Clarity Clarity Clarity Comfort Communication Company Compassion Trust Courage Murder Murder Murder Deception Dedication Delay NobleNess Purpose Of Good Gossip Movement Nap Pain Patience Patience Patience
Patience Patience Philosophy Dignity Pride Pride Principle Reality Relaxation Restoration Calm Thrill Thrill Timing Trend Trend Confidence Confidence Uncertainty Union Unreality Victory Wariness Heat Weakness Wealth Wisdom Wisdom General Abstract Abstract Noun (En) Infographic Prev Article Next article will love your thoughts,
Please comment.x AdjectiveAbstract Noun AttractiveAggress aggressiveAggression Ambitious Animation Animation AngryAnger AbundantAbundance Adorable Adventure Adventure AmusedAcus AlarmingLy ArrogantArrogan Attractive Attraction Of AnxiousAnxiety Arrogant Adequate Adaxive Bald BitterBitter CalmCalmness
CuriousCuriosity ClumsyClumsiness Of The CautiousCaution CharmingCharm ClearClarity ComfortableComfort Convicted Forced Manly Coercion CruelCruelty CuteCuteness DeadDepth DeepDeath DefeatedDefeat DefiantDefiance Differences DisgustDisgustDisDis Personality DoubtfulDub DumbDullness DeepDepth Distribution
DangerousDanger DevotedDevotion DarkDarkness ElegantElegance EasyEase EagerEagerness EmbarrassedEmbarrassment EloquentEloquence EncouragingEncouragement EnergeticEnergy Enthusiasm Enthusiasm EnviousEnvy Excited Education Education ExpensiveExperantExuberance Excellent GreatMour p Happy
HealthyHappinessHealth HungryHunger HumbleHumility ImportantImportance InnocentInnocence JealousJealousy JoyousJoy LongLength MiserableMisery MysteriousMystery NervousNervousness NarcissisticNarcisism ObedientObedience OppressiveOppression PerfectPerfection PitifulPity ResentfulResentment RepulsiveRepulsion
SelfishSelfishness SplendidSplendour StrongStrength SuccessfulSuccess ScarceScarcity SupportiveSupSupport ShyShyness TenseTension TrueTruth ThunderingThunder TenderTenderness VictoriousVictory WideWidth WiseWisdom WittyWit Abstract Nouns of Verbs Abstract Nouns! When you talk about something that cannot be
perceived by one of the human senses, you will need to use an abstract noun. In other words, if something is not tangible, its name is an abstract noun, such as courage, education, or intelligence. All these are nouns that refer to something that cannot be physically felt. Explore a useful list of 160 common abstract nouns in English with an
image. What is an abstract noun? It's a simple concept to understand, and in this section we're going to fully explain the abstract noun, so you can become confident in using them in your spoken and written English. What is an abstract noun? In English, abstract nouns refer to abstract objects that you cannot see, hear, touch, smell or
taste (ideas or concepts). If you can perceive something through one of your senses (vision, hearing, touch, taste or smell), the name of this thing is a specific noun. If the thing you are describing is not a physical object, its name is an abstract noun. In the offer New Clothes brings me joy, clothing is a specific noun; joy is an abstract noun.
Abstract Noun List in English (A-I) Ability Worship Advantage Adventure Alert Anger Anger Anxiety Appetite Fears Executive Awareness Love Faith Brave Glitter Charity Tranquility Care Charity Childhood Clarity Clarity Clarity Clarity Communication Trust Trust Courage Courage Courage Customer Service Tribute Delay Delay Delay
Excellence Fragility Freedom Friendship Get Generation Noble Purpose Gossip Growing Hate Hate Hope Hope Horror Horror Infatuation Inflation Madness Understanding Joy Justice Kindness Law Freedom Freedom Freedom Loss Love Love Love Love Milk Movement Movement Need The Opportunity Of Patience Patience Patience
Patience Pride Pride Pride Principle Reality Relaxation Tolerance Tolerance Tolerance Tolerance He felt that he would burst with anger and shame. I opened the package just to satisfy my curiosity. Her dedication to her work was remarkable. He listened with disbelief to this unusual story. He admires the elegance of his writing. Our
friendship has been steadily strengthened over the years. Economic growth dipped to a low last year. Let Christmas and New Year be filled with happiness for you. He has no hope of passing the exam. Inflation is considered undesirable because of its negative impact on income distribution. We must face tomorrow, whatever it may be,
with determination, joy and courage. Without respect, love cannot go far. In my humble opinion, he will win the election. I'd love to attend your lecture. He smiled in satisfaction when he won the race. Nagrush's tears took me by surprise. The trend at the moment is to a more natural and less makeup look. Unemployment is likely to
continue to rise this year. Wisdom in the mind is better than money in hand. He showed symptoms of anxiety and irresistible anxiety. Abstract List Nouns: Image Abstract Nouns: Abstract Nouns: Useful Rules of Grammar, List and Examples of English Nouns Abstract Video Group Noun called Abstract Nouns, Names of People, Places
and Things, but they are not related to any of the five senses. You cannot taste, hear, touch, see or smell an abstract noun. They are completely opposite to specific nouns, which are things you can experience with one of the five senses. Use abstract noun lists with sentences to see examples of abstract nouns and better understand this
type of word. This list of abstract words contains nouns associated with feelings and emotions in alphabetical order. Anger - Her anger has reached boiling point. Awe - The girl's performance was impressive. Boredom - You can't stop boredom without imagination. Calm - The calm came before the storm. Compassion - There is a little
compassion for those less fortunate than you. Pleasure - The taste of hot cocoa on a cold day is pure delight. Despair -- the despair of a woman was of her red red and watery eyes. Disappointment - Her disappointment after the party was cancelled was expected. Excitement - Your excitement is contagious. Charm - His fascination with
dinosaurs was easy to understand. Grief - Grief never disappears, but it does get easier to handle. Happiness - My happiness does not depend on what other people think of me. Hate - Hate is an emotion that hurts the hater more than hated. Hope - Despite the fact that she had a bad week, the girl had hope that tomorrow everything will
be better. Irritation - I tried not to be irritated by the delay of the game. Joy - the joy of the puppy after seeing his master was evident as he bounced around the yard and barked. Keen - She kept a keen eye for the monarchs as she watched the butterflies. Love - Love is hard to define, but you will know it when you feel it. Misfortune -
Chris's misfortune made him want to curl up in the ball in the corner and cry. Neutral - He didn't want to pick a side, so he stayed neutral. Overwhelmed - Try not to feel overwhelmed by all your work. Pride - She was proud of the custom cakes she baked and decorated. Fancy - They call his style of clothing quirky. Relief - You will feel
some relief when you jump into the lake. Satisfaction - Deborah got the satisfaction of baking cookies for her daughter's Girl Scouts troop. Sympathy - When her best friend's grandfather died, Kelly did her best to offer empathy and comfort. Timid - You can't be timid when you start an adventure. Upset - She was upset when her family
moved. Vivacious - All her energy can be described as alive. Worry - you don't worry in peace. Xenophobia - His xenophobia prevented him from traveling the world. Aspiration - When the chocolate is gone, it longings for more. The highlight - It showed a highlight for life. A similar article's list of ideas or concepts of Abstract Nouns
Abstract List of Concepts or Abstract Ideas list includes common thoughts that can be difficult to describe. Adventure - I hope this adventure involves dragons. Faith - His belief that all cats are good company. Charity - My mother said she prefers not to accept charity. Cheating - Her deception knew no bounds. Dedication - Dedication to a
new building at six o'clock. Energy - They used all their energy on the bike. Faith - Her faith was strong enough to eat mountains. Freedom - She wanted freedom to decide what she would be when she grew up. Friendship - Your friendship is one of my favorite parts of the day. Gossip - These kids were spreading gossip. The habit of
biting your nails is a bad habit. Imagination - Rebecca's imagination helped her imagine what life would be like in five years. Justice - While we want peace to be just, justice is not always served. Knowledge -- She had the knowledge to correct her and make it work again. Luck - If you have a little luck, you will get your birthday wish.
Memory - The memory of her last birthday made Julie look forward to her next birthday. Negative - You can always turn to turn positive. Opportunity - Anne was given the opportunity to try herself in a school play. Peace - We all want world peace. Kwandari - Finding space for your new dresser in a tiny bedroom can be a real quandary.
Reality - The reality of the situation is that it has been lost in the forest and it is getting dark. Relaxation - For a little relaxation, start your shoes and dig your hands in the sand. Donation - It was a great sacrifice to give up my place on the football team. Thought - The thought that went to renovate her bedroom took several hours. True -



Whenever someone asks you a question, it's always better to tell the truth. Trust - If you lie to people, after all, you will lose their trust. Unemployment - When the factory closed, the unemployment rate in our state rose. Win - If you win this game, you will have one win. Wisdom - the old man's wisdom has helped young people understand
why family is important. Yang - Yang is a positive force in the universe. The characteristics of people, characters or even animals are also abstract nouns. Bravery - The bravery of the firefighter allowed him to run into the burning building and save five people. Brilliance - The student's brilliance was only shown when he passed his last
exam. Courage - It takes courage to catch someone who is being bullied by others. Curiosity - Curiosity can help you learn new things. Definition - His determination to win the track meet showed on his face. Elegance - Her elegance was evident from the way she walked. Fuss - She always fusss about birthdays. Nobility - the generosity
of the old woman included providing everything that she could other people. Honesty - Honesty is one of the most important traits in a good friend. Integrity - Because of the integrity of the student, she didn't feel good about cheating on the test. Intelligence - Jeremy's intelligence has never been in question. Kindness - A small act of
kindness can completely change someone else's world. Loyalty - The dog's loyalty to its owner is one of its best qualities. Motivation - Her motivation is for learning to play the piano to make her mother happy. Nag - My dad says my mom likes to nag. Optimism - When you have optimism on your side, everything is manageable. Patience -
You need patience to train the puppy to bring the ball. A quarrel - It's never fun to get into a fight. The reason is - There must be a reason she hates cats. Common sense - You have to practice self-care to maintain sanity. Talent - Maria's talent was in knowing when to deliver a punch line and make everyone laugh. Virtue - He was loved
by his virtue. Heat - the sun's yellow paint added heat to the kitchen. X Factor - I couldn't tell you what was so special about her, she just had that X-factor. Print a list of abstract nouns if you need Noun link page, you can print out a free list of abstract nouns. Click on the image to upload and print a list of 49 abstract nouns with an example
of sentences. Use troubleshooting If you need help. Is it an abstract noun or not? Figuring out when you are dealing with an abstract noun can be misleading because some abstract nouns also serve as verbs. Where a word appears in a sentence is part of what makes it an abstract noun. What purpose the word serves in a sentence is
another part of what makes it an abstract noun. For example, the word fear can be used as a verb or abstract noun. Verb: I'm afraid of storms. Abstract noun: A horror film filled me with fear. Enjoy the intangible Now that you've learned how abstract nouns are used in a sentence and seen examples in action, you'll recognize this particular
category of noun easily. To help students better understand both specific and abstract nouns, point them out as you read or encourage older children to find them as they read their favorite books or even in everyday conversation. Make sure your grammar lesson plans include things like free grammar sheets and basic grammar activities
so that children can practice and evaluate their progress. Progress.
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